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Abstract 
3D images and videos are a fest to the viewers. The transformation of 2D to 3D is very essential for innovative 
entertainment. The efficiency and correctness in the transformation leads to successful conversion of 2D to 3D. 
Basically, occlusion obstructs the vision. In the field of Computer Vision, occlusion has become a very mind 
breaking problem. This work aims at eradication of the occlusion in 2D images before converting it to 3D. 2D 
images are segmented and by using exemplar based texture synthesis the occluded region is packed with 
appropriate texture andthen the images are converted into 3D. 
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1. Introduction 
In the present scenario, images and videos are the evidence and virtual sources available for present and future 
references. The clarity of the images plays a very important role. Any glitches in the video or image may not 
serve the purpose, especially in 2D to 3D conversion applications. If correct procedures are followed with at 
most accuracy the same video quality as the original is upheld even after conversion. 2D to 3D conversion has 
several applications in various fields. It is widely used in manufacturing industries to detect wear and tear in the 
machines. In medical sector, Imaging of organs and other body parts plays vital role during surgeries. It is with 
the help of imaging that medical field has seen such advancements and in customization of medical products 
and drugs. Every minute detailing is very import in textile industry and this is possible only with the help of 3D 
imaging techniques. Occlusion [12] [13] creates an irrelevance perception to the viewer's eye which degrades 
the quality of the converted 3D images. This problem will not serve the purpose of the application efficiently. 
The exact contrast calculation of colours [1] is very essential for image quality maintenance. Among the ocean 
of algorithms available in the field of Computer Vision occlusion has become a very mind breaking problem. 
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The better perception can be achieved by occlusion removal techniques. These techniques also helps in object 
recognition. 3D reconstruction [14] is one such area in which the converted 3D images involves unclear portion 
caused by the presence of occlusion. We propose an innovative approach for elimination of occlusion for better 
2D to 3D conversion. This implies for 3D-TV also [2]. The proposed approach consists of two phases. At first 
the user defined 2D image is segmented properly by using Adaptive K-means segmentation [8] to identify the 
occluded region. Then by exemplar based region filling the removed portion is filled with the corresponding 
texture. In the proposed algorithm the pixel propagation estimation is kept in account to give a natural view for 
the image. This algorithm ensures that the pixel propagation of painted region is in parallel with the original 
picture information. This poses a bigger challenge. Keeping account of the original values, the textures to be 
filled and its values are computed by means of exemplar-based synthesis. The outcome of this algorithm is 
provided with several examples and results of this algorithm exemplifies the efficiency of this algorithm in 
occlusion elimination. This makes our algorithm more efficient and promising than the existing ones. The 
proposed approach consists of two phases which are described in the following sections. 
2. Adaptive K-means Segmentation 
Segmentation is dividing the image into multiple parts so that it can be used for further processing. Adaptive K-
means segmentation is one of the fastest segmentation technique which has several advantages. This work aims 
for better and fast segmentation in order to find the occludedregion in the image. After segmentation the 
occluded object is removed and filled with the corresponding intensities in the object. A popular technique for 
segmentation is based on K-means such that the data is partitioned into K clusters [7]. In this method, the 
number of clusters is predefined and the technique is highly dependent on the initial identification of elements. 
As such, the technique can identify K segments [6] in an input data set by merging existing segments and by 
creating new ones while keeping the number of segments constant. The technique has been used to achieve 
animpressive speedup of a search process when other efficient search techniques may not be available. First K 
cluster centers [8] are defined randomly (or) based on some pre-defined criteria.  
 
x Assign each pixel in the image to any one of the cluster which has the minimum distance between the 
pixel and cluster center. 
x Re-compute the cluster centres by averaging all of the pixels in the cluster. 
x Repeat last two steps till no pixels in the clusters change. This is known as convergence. 
 
3. Occlusion Elimination 
 
Image inpainting means masking or filling the missing and damaged segment [9] [10] of the image with 
appropriate color. This paper aims at elimination of occlusion in the 2D images before converting to 3D. 
inpainting technique ensures color reinforcement of images which are unpredictable. This paper provides a 
unique algorithm technique through which we can remove any portion of the digital image and mask it with the 
original background. This technique is flawless and unpredictable. Segmentation of the image layout helps in 
easy identification of unfilled areas. And also helps to differentiate between colours if multiple shades are 
present. The algorithm effectively hallucinates new colour values for the target region in a way that looks 
sensible to the human eye.There are two other previous algorithms which deals with the same kind of approach. 
They are Texture synthesis, which aims at generating large image samples from sample textures and Inpainting 
[11] [3] technique, for filling small image gaps. But these algorithms is constricted to two dimensional and 
linear objects. Though these traditional techniques are effective in replicating consistent texture, they have 
complexity filling holes in the images. The image inpainting technique propagates linear structure to target via 
diffusion. The algorithm presented here is constructed by combining strengths of both the algorithms. The 
outcome of algorithm has provided efficient and qualitative performance of exemplar based texture synthesis 
[10]. 
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This approach provide even color confidence values all along the image. First the approximated value of colour 
is filled. There are several iterations needed to get the perfect colour confidence value. There are three main 
steps involved in this procedure are  
x Compute patch priorities 
x Propagate texture and structure information 
x Update confidence values 
  
By following these steps a perfect flawless image can be obtained even after the removal of occlusion. Our 
algorithm has improvements at each step. The detailed functions and implementations at each step is explained 
in detail. 
 
3.1Computing patch priorities 
The confidence values of the colour to be filled in the occlusion removed area is the initial and most necessary 
step. In our algorithm the synthesis of colour is done outside to inside in concentric form. This algorithm is 
completely based on priority values allocated to each patch or segment. The computation of priority is based on 
the confident value of pixels and continuous strong edges.  
Let us consider P(p) as the priority. The priority is given as the product of confidence term C(p) and data term 
D(p). Where Ψpis the given patch, centered at a point P. The priority equation is given in Eq.(1). 
ᆣሺ৸ሻ ൌ σ୯אஏ୮תπഥେሺ୯ሻȁஏ୮ȁ     ,  ᆤሺ৸ሻ ൌ
ȁ׏୍భ౦Ǥ୬౦ȁ
஑       (1) 
α- is normalization factor and np- is Unit vector 
3.2 Propagating texture and structure information 
The highest priority of the patch Ψpfound out when all the priorities in the fill front have been computed. In 
customary inpainting technique, pixel value is propagated via diffusion. On the converse, direct sampling of 
source region is used to propagate image texture and is given by Eq.(2). 
ᤂ୯ෝୀୟ୰୥ ୫୧୬
ಇ౧אᢥ
ୢሺஏ౦ෝǡஏ౧ሻ        (2) 
Any manipulation in pixel value that does not depend on source region statistics are more likely to face visual 
degradation between source region and filled region. 
 
3.3 Updating confidence values 
The confidence C(p) is updated after the patch ߖ௣ොhas been filled with new pixel values. Then ߖ௣ොis given in 
Eq.(3). 
ᆣሺᇋሻ ൌ ሺොሻ׊୯ԖȲ୮ෝ႕π         (3) 
The update rules allows the comparative measurement of relative confidence of patch on the fill front without 
specific image parameters. The superscript t indicates the current iteration.   
x Extract the manually selected initial front ߜΩ଴ 
x Repeat the following steps: 
1a.Identify the fill frontɁΩ୲, if Ω୲ ൌ ׎  exit. 
              1b.Compute priorities P(p) ׊୮א ɁΩ୲ 
2a.Find the patch Ȳ୮ෝ with maximum priority, (i.e.) Ȳ୮ෝȁො ൌ ୮אஔΩ′P(p) 
              2b.Find the exemplar ᤂ୯ෝ א ᢥ that minimizes     ሺȲ୮ෝǡ Ȳ୯ሻ 
              2c.Copy image data Ȳ୮ෝ to ᤂ୯ෝ 
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              3. Update C(p)  ׊୮ȁ א Ȳ୮ෝ႕Ω 
 
4. 2D to 3D conversion 
 
We can use a generalized method for 2D to 3D conversion which is proposed in [15] [16]. We follow the 
conventional algorithm for automatically converting images from 2D to 3D. The proposed approach is 




To evaluate the proposed method we considered two different images, shown in Fig.1.(a) and Fig.2.(a). In 
Fig.1.(a) the occluded portion is identified and it is eliminated without degrading the quality of the picture. This 
is shown in Fig.1.(b). Then by conventional 2D to 3D conversion the image is converted, the result is shown in 
Fig.1(c). Two other examples are shown in Fig.2. and Fig.3. In Fig.2.(a), the footsteps are considered as 
occlusion. This occlusion eliminated image is shown in Fig.2.(b), the 3D converted image is shown in Fig.2.(c). 
The above conversion procedures follows for Fig.3 as well. The provided evidence of results clearly 
demonstrates that the objective of the proposed method has been attained.  
 
 
Fig.1.(a) 2D image(b) Occlusion eliminated image     (c)3D converted image 
 
 
Fig.2.(a) 2D image                           (b) Occlusion eliminated image     (c) 3D converted image 
 
 








This paper has provided an innovative algorithm for efficient removal of occlusion. Occlusion in the images 
deteriorates the resolution during reconstruction of 3D images, results in inappropriate identification of 3D 
objects. The proposed approach is highly focused on removal of occlusion for successful reconstruction of 3D 
images. Use of adaptive k-means segmentation provides efficient identification of occluded region. The 
Exemplar based region inpainting eliminates occlusion and reconstructs the texture of the image 
proficiently.Thuswe conclude that the proposed algorithm improves the performance of 3D reconstruction 
systems in terms of resolution and appropriate identification of 3D objects. 
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